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Allen Pruitt

Last week
my wife and I took our two girls to Fantasy in Lights

at Callaway Gardens.

It’s one of those things that we want to do
and that we feel like we have to do

to help celebrate the season.

Overall we have a good time,
always riding in our own car:

the girls love to get unbuckled
and sit up front with us

as we meander through the show.

About halfway through,
you get to the Twelve Days of Christmas.

When we first start driving in
we have a lot of fun with it.

The lights are bright
and we all sing a long,

especially when it says, “Five Gold Rings!!!”

But the problem is,
it says “Five Gold Rings!!!”

over
and over again.

By the end,
I am longing to leave the noise behind;

about the time we get to the 10 Lords a’ Leaping,
I am ready to start zooming past the cars in front of me.
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But here’s the thing:
always,
always there at the end

you drive up a hill,
into a little darkness,

leaving behind all the noise
and all the flashing lights,

when suddenly there in front of you
is nothing but simple white lights.

The Winter Wonderland scene
isn’t just my favorite part of Fantasy in Lights,
it may be one of my favorite parts of Christmas.

Because of the way the road twists and turns,
you are surrounded by lights,

little points of light,
out in the midst of the darkness.

The ground is glowing with it,
the trees are glowing,
it seems like the air is glowing,

and all from some white Christmas lights
hanging down out of the trees.

It’s a simple thing,
but after the noise

and flash
and busy-ness of the Twelve Days of Christmas,

the simplicity
and the beauty of those white lights,

they bring me great joy.
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Just as I want to pass everyone by the end of the Twelve Days,
I find myself wanting to stop

and put the car in park in the middle of those white lights.

It is peaceful;
it’s like something perfect,

out of a movie.

I don’t know why I didn’t stop.
I felt like I had to keep going,

moving on to the next thing.

This year I saw a family,
pulled over to the side of the road,
out of their car,

just looking around at those lights.

And I still didn’t stop.

I envied them the decision they had made to stop,
and I kept going.
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I remember being 12 or 13 years old.
At my grandmother’s house,
outside in the cold,

dark night.

Every year we went to her house for Christmas Eve,
eating dinner at around 2 or 3 in the afternoon. 

After that,
us boys would play football until it got dark,

when our momma’s would make us come in and eat a little something
before they started packing it all up again.

And then we’d go out and play hide and seek.

We played on about 5 acres,
trying to find a hiding spot,
10 of us running around in the dark.

One time my cousin and I were hiding together
and we found a good spot out in the pasture.

The air was still
and the night was quiet.

He was six or seven
and I was helping him hide.

We rolled over and looked up at the stars,
more than we could count
and the smallest fraction of what’s up there

hiding behind the sky.
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We didn’t try to get back to base without getting caught;
we just laid on the ground,

looking up
and wondering what all was out there.

In that moment,
I envied no one

anything.

“Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth;
for the first heaven and the first earth had passed away…

See, the home of God is among mortals.
He will dwell with them;
they will be his peoples,

and God himself will be with them…

(In that city the) gates will never be shut by day -
and there will be no night there.”
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Things are always changing;
the old earth is always passing away,

and so too maybe the first heaven.

Things are always passing from old to new.
And in that moment,

when things pass from old to new,
that is when God comes to dwell with us.

Right when everything you had just gotten comfortable with is ending,
and something else is on its way,

right then,
God will come and find you.

“See the home of God is among mortals.”
God is not making room for mortals to dwell with him.

No,
God makes his home among mortals,

among the dying,
among that which is always passing away.

Finding God,
or God finding you,

does not mean that things will stop dying,
or even that things will stop changing;

it just means that God will be with you,
all the while.
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You will find yourself in the dark,
hurrying past the light,
never sure which way to turn.

It happens all the time,
especially,

it seems,
this time of year.

You will find yourself in the dark.
You have found yourself there already.

The darkness just means you can’t see.
Sometimes it’s pitch black;
other times it’s blinding, flashing lights

and a world full of noise.

You will find yourself in the dark.

When the old is passing away;
when the new is coming down out of heaven;
when God makes his way to dwell with you.
When all that happens,

you are most likely in the dark,
looking for a little light.

You will find yourself in the dark,
and you will find,

that God has been with you,
all the while.


